Sensing environmental temperatures is essential for the survival of ectothermic 27 organisms. In Drosophila, two methodologies are used to study temperature 28 preferences (TP) and the genes involved in thermosensation: two-choice assays and 29 temperature gradients. Whereas two-choice assays reveal a relative TP, temperature 30 gradients can identify the absolute Tp. One drawback of gradients is that small 31 ectothermic animals are susceptible to cold-trapping: a physiological inability to move 32 at the cold area of the gradient. Often cold-trapping cannot be avoided, biasing the 33 resulting TP to lower temperatures. Two mathematical models were previously 34 developed to correct for cold-trapping. These models, however, focus on group 35 behaviour which can lead to overestimation of cold-trapping due to group aggregation.
In recent years, the thermoreceptive system of Drosophila has been the subject of intense study: Starting with the discovery of the role of the painless gene by 1 
, a number
To make the model simulation faster we fitted functions to the histograms as 138 shown for wt25 in Fig. 2 C,D and for other strains in supp. Fig. 2 . All further calculations 139 shown in this article were also undertaken on the respective original histogram, 140 qualitatively and quantitatively producing nearly identical results.
141
One of the most striking direct results was the emergence of similar ( =central 142 value of the Gaussian distribution | σ width of the Gaussian distribution) in the 143 temperature Gaussian functions of the fits to velocity and duration. As can be seen in without TP (e.g. Fig. 3B ). As can be seen in figure 3C , after about 10 minutes (50 min 157 for wt30) a stable ratio is formed in which a large percentage of the flies aggregate at 158 the cold end of the gradient, apparently being cold-trapped. In a modelled temperature 159 gradient ranging from 14°C to 32°C, the probability of cold-trapping, as well as the 160 overall distribution within the gradient (see Fig3B, supp. Fig.3 and sup. Fig4 ), depend 161 on TR of the flies and the developmental stage ( Fig. 3D ). When starting from a medium 162 or high temperature, however, all strains take equally long to become cold-trapped for 163 the first time ( Fig. 3C) , with the exception of wt30 and wtL, which took much longer due 164 to their slow speed of locomotion (compare Fig. 2A and 3C ). We found that after 
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By subtracting the modelled null distribution from the measured distribution of adult 172 flies in a temperature gradient, avoidance, TP and tolerances can be easily identified 173 and visualized (see Fig. 4 A-C). As a result of using the 95% confidence interval of the 174 median (CI) there is no significant preference or avoidance of the respective 175 temperature when the CI of measured data includes the modelled data, otherwise 176 there is (p< 0.05). Furthermore, there are values that are not significantly avoided or 177 preferred at the fringes of the tolerable temperature zone (grey value Fig. 4 A-C). Our 178 analysis allows for a more differentiated interpretation of temperature behaviour.
179
To test the model, we assessed the TP of wt18 and wt25 in a temperature gradient 180 and corrected the measured distribution. After the correction, we calculated the new 181 TP ( Fig. 4D ), the start of cold and hot avoidance, and the range of tolerated 182 temperatures. The mean TP was increased after the correction in both groups tested,
183
proving that cold-trapping biases TP and that a correction of TP is needed. The change 184 in TP was significant for wt25 but not for wt18, suggesting that wt25 are more susceptible 185 to cold-trapping. The median TP obtained for wild-type (22.5°C) corresponds well to 186 already published TP 15,26 when taking the low humidity in the temperature gradient into 187 account 27 . Although wt18 distributed more broadly in the gradient than wt25 (supp. Fig.   188 5), the overall TP, and the start of hot and cold avoidance were similar for both groups. this in fact does not affect TP ( Fig. 4D ).
191
As a proof of concept we tested two fly strains with impaired heat sensation, i.e.
192
flies with ablated hot sensing neurons in the arista (hot cells) and a genome-wide knock 193 down of the heat sensitive channel dTRPA1 (dtrpA1 ins mutants). We also chose a strain 
199
The median TP was significantly increased in drtpA1 ins after correction, however 
205
The median TP of HC ablated flies was also significantly increased after 206 correction. In contrast to drtpA1 ins flies, the resulting median TP was significantly higher 207 than in wt25 controls ( Fig. 3D ). This difference was not observed before correction,
208
indicating that cold-trapping was obscuring the hot sensing impairment. The start of 209 hot avoidance was significantly increased, whereas the cold avoidance was unaffected 210 ( Fig. 4E ). The TP of these flies had a wider range of TP distribution than wt25 controls 211 which was shifted toward warmer TA ( Fig. 4F ), indicating that the flies were impaired 212 in heat sensation as expected.
213
The mean TP of brv2 MI04916 mutants was not significantly different after 214 correction compared to the uncorrected TP, but was significantly lower than in wt25 215 controls ( Fig. 4D ). Additionally, the start of cold avoidance was significantly reduced,
216
whereas the start of hot avoidance was unaffected (Fig. 3E ). The overall distribution of 217 these flies was shifted towards colder temperatures, suggesting an impairment in cold 218 sensation. The fact that a cold impairment is still observed after correction shows that 219 correction with IGLOO still allows for the detection of mutants defective in cold sensing. wtL had a median TP around 18.5°C and did not show a significant change in 221 the median TP after correction, suggesting that cold-trapping is less severe for larvae 222 than for adults ( Fig. 4G ). This is consistent with the temperature dependence of 223 locomotion ( Fig. 2A,B ). The start of hot avoidance was around 25°C, and the start of 224 cold avoidance around 16°C (Fig. 4H) . In contrast to their wild-type conspecifics, 225 dtrpA1 ins larvae had a significant increase in the TP after correction, and their TP was 226 significantly higher than that of wtL. Additionally the start of cold and hot avoidance was 227 significantly increased ( Fig. 4 H,I) . The overall distribution of the mutant larvae in the 228 gradient was shifted to warmer temperatures, suggesting that these larvae are 229 impaired in heat sensation. A similar effect as in dtrpA1 ins larvae was observed in 230 ninaE 17 mutants lacking Rhodopsin1, which is supposed to interact with TRPA1 231 channels and to be indispensable for warm temperature sensation 27 .
233
Discussion:
234
In this article we provide an individual-based-model for temperature gradient 235 locomotion in small ectothermic animals. Especially in ectotherms such as Drosophila,
236
the ability to move strongly depends on TAa fact that may bias experimental results.
237
Two pioneering models that address the problem were published by Anderson et al. 
251
TA strongly influences the locomotor performance in both larvae and adults. The 252 strength of this influence, however, was much smaller in larvae, which revealed an 253 almost linear relation between temperature and speed. These results suggest that 254 larvae may have physiological mechanisms that make them more resistant to cold,
255
probably because they cannot escape as fast as adults. To confirm this, when the 256 experiments were carried out in the gradient to assess TP, larvae never seemed to 257 enter a chill coma like the adults. Nevertheless, a cold bias may compromise the 258 uncorrected larval gradient data since cold temperatures will make larvae slower, 259 making the correction still necessary.
260
Rearing temperature also influenced the resistance to cold temperatures. Adults 
278
To test if IGLOO could isolate behavioural phenotypes of canonical mutants we 279 tested a number of fly strains with impaired temperature sensation. Adults carrying the 280 dtrpA1 ins mutation showed a slight increase in mean TP compared to wild-type. This whereas in the present study, dtrpA1 ins mutants distribute at slightly cooler 289 temperatures.
290
In contrast to dtrpA1 ins mutants, HC-ablated flies had a clear TP shift. TRPA1 is 291 reported to be present in internal sensory neurons which are located in the brain 5,35 ,
292
while HCs are external sensors 8, 9, 36 . It is easy to imagine that a system that cannot 293 judge its desired temperature has a broader tolerance, contrary to a system with defect is not (Fig. 4H,I) . This resembles the adult HC phenotype (cmp. Fig. 4E,F,H,I ).
299
The difference in TP between late 3rd instar larvae and adults is still present after 300 correction with our model and it is consistent with previous reports 11, 15, 38 . In addition, 301 the shift to warmer temperatures in dtrpA1 ins larvae and the changes in TP obtained 302 when ablating or silencing hot and cold cells in the adult arista 8 were also present after 303 the cold bias was removed. These examples demonstrate that our model is a suitable 304 tool to study TP of small poikilothermic animals and to assess the role of different 305 molecules or groups of cells in thermosensation.
306
Using temperature gradients in addition to two-choice assays has become a 307 standard method, in particular when investigating gene and protein function. IGLOO was tested in the same incubator chamber used for the adults. In total 666 larvae were 346 observed, rendering over 1.4 million frames. A layer of agar (1% agarose) was placed on top 347
of an acrylic glass pane with infrared LED 40 inserted into the edges of the pane. Wandering 348 larvae were washed twice in water to remove any food residues and placed on the agar. 349
According to the principle of frustrated total internal reflection 40 The traces of adults were extracted using ivTrace (Jens P. Lindemann, Bielefeld University) 364
and analysed in Matlab with respect to walking speed, overall activity, and bout duration. To 365 calculate walking speed of adult flies, we used only upward movements, as falling flies would 366
have resulted in much higher (downward) velocities. Walking speed was then calculated as 367
the difference of the positions in two consecutive frames divided by the frame duration. 368
Sideward movements were ignored. Bout duration was defined as the time span that a fly kept 369
walking upwards without stopping for more than 1 second. The animal was considered active 370 whenever its forward speed was faster than 10% of the body length per second (0.2 mm/s).
371
The activity index is the time spend moving faster than 10% bodylength per second, divided 372 by the time the animal needed to reach the top. We also analysed whether or not a fly crossed 373 the mid height and reached the top of the arena and used this information as a proxy for the 374 overall fitness of the flies. 375
Larvae were traced with ivTrace (Jens P. Lindemann, Bielefeld University). The 376 crawling speed of wtL was calculated for the entire duration of the recording, and the bout 377 duration was defined as the duration of crawling before stopping for more than 1 second. 378
Activity was determined in the same way as for adults. 379 380
Locomotion in temperature gradient 381
A temperature gradient was used to determine the TP of larvae and adults. An aluminium slab 382 divided in 5 tracks (dimensions: 50mm x 3mm x 3mm) was used to generate the gradient. The 383 cold side of the gradient was generated by placing a brass cylinder containing ice water with 384 salt on the aluminium slab. The hot side was generated by heating soldering irons. The 385 gradient generated ranged from 14°C (±1°C) to 30°C. For better temperature conductance no 386 agar was used in the arena. Once the gradient was generated a larva or adult was placed into 387 each track, which allowed to obtain individual TP of each animal tested. Adults were 388 anesthetised on ice before being placed in the arena. A translucent acrylic glass covered the 389 tracks to prevent the animals from escaping. The acrylic glass was coated with Sigmacote 390
(Sigma-Aldrich) to prevent the animals from crawling on it. The animals were allowed to 391 walk/crawl and settle in the gradient for 11-12 minutes and were then recorded for 5 minutes 392
at 50 frames per second. The relative humidity was 27% during recordings. 393
394
The temperature of the arena was recorded at a rate of 10Hz by 30 thermoresistors (SEMI 833  395 ET, B+B Thermo-Technik GmbH, Donaueschingen, Germany) that were distributed inside the 396 arena. The signal from the thermoresistors was collected by a program running on an Arduino 397
Micro chip (arduino.cc) and sent via serial communication to a PC running Matlab. This allowed 398
to monitor the gradient online and store the data for further analysis. The traces of the recorded 399 videos were extracted using ivTrace to obtain the position of the animals in the arena over 400 time. This position was then correlated with the temperature recorded for the same position in 401
the arena for every frame, which allowed to obtain the position of each animal in relation to 402 temperature over time. 403 404
Null model for temperature-dependent locomotion -IGLOO 405
We use a Random Walk Monte Carlo-type (RWMC) model to simulate a fly that has no TP 406 moving in a temperature gradient. IGLOO assumes that flies move randomly within the 407 gradient, but that the speed and bout duration depend on the local temperature. Both 408 parameters were obtained from the Benzer gravitaxis assay and larval crawling data. Further 409 assumptions were that a) the thermal gradient is stable, linear and one-dimensional, b) moving 410 towards the hot or the cold part of the gradient is equally probable at every point in the gradient, 411
and c) the upper and lower borders of the gradient are reflective. 412
413
We derived a formula to interpolate the temperature dependent locomotion of Drosophila 414
based on the Benzer experiment and larval crawling data (see Equation 1, Fig. 1 ). This formula 415
consists of three terms: (1) a randomly assigned heading, represented by ±1, (2) a velocity 416 term (in mm/s) ( , ) and (3) a duration term ( , , ), where is the body 417 temperature, is the rearing temperature and is a probabilistic value. The velocity and 418 the duration are calculated and multiplied, rendering a distance that is added to the position 419 of the animal, resulting in both a new position and a new ambient temperature. The velocity function can be easily fitted with a two dimensional function consisting of Gaussian 423 distributions (Eq. 2.1). In the temperature domain we need two Gaussians, one with a μt1 of 26 424 °C and a σ t1 of about 5.41 °C and a second one with μ t2 = 34 °C and σt2 = 2.27 °C (Eq. 2.2). 425
The probability domain can also be fitted with a Gaussian (μ = -1.49; σ =0.5; Eq. 2.2). 426 We can fit the influence of the rearing temperature exclusively with the factor α. The fits for α 430 are rather crude using rational or polynomial functions (Eq 2.3) and are only defined within the 431 limits of 18°≤ ≤ 35°(rearing temperature). As rearing flies below and above these values 432
is unlikely to be successful, this should encompass most encountered rearing temperatures. The major adjustments of the algorithm are firstly that is does not include TR, as we only 458 measured data for larvae raised at 25°C. Secondly, larvae exhibited much stronger thermal 459 resilience than adults (see Fig. 2 ), making adjustments in the interpolation formulae necessary. 460
The larval velocity function is a product of a fourth degree polynomial for the temperature 461 domain and a third degree polynomial for the probabilistic domain (see Eq 3.2). This derives a 462 steady velocity profile that drops off sharply below 10°C. A simple thermodynamic conduction model, rather than just applying the TA determines the TB 474 of the modelled animal. To estimate the body surface and conductivity roughly, we simulate 475
Drosophila as a cylinder of water with a radius of 0.5 mm and a length of 2 mm, resulting in a 476 surface of 7.85 mm 2 . The heat conductance of water is 0.6 2 * (see 42 ). To determine the 477 change in temperature we used the heat flow formula (see Eq. 4), where λ is the heat 478 conductance, A is the surface, D denotes the wall-to-wall thickness and T marks the two 479 different temperatures. In our case, we multiplied the heat flow, which has the unit Joule per 480 second, with the bout duration (t) in seconds. Joule heats 1gr of water by 0.2449°K. The assumed cylinder would weigh more (1.57 mg) than 487 a typical Drosophila. The cylinder is employed only as rough estimate of the surface available 488
for thermal conduction. This model, however close to the physical process, acts as a low pass 489
filter for TA and could be easily exchanged for one (see Fig. 2B ). 490
491

TP correction 492
We determined the animals' TP in a gradient by first calculating the probability density of the 493 animal at different temperatures. We tested two different strategies to determine the TP for 494 each individual or a group of flies as a whole. One can either calculate a median temperature 495 histogram from all individual histograms and the 95% confidence interval of each bin or 496 calculate the individual histogram and calculate a confidence of each bin for each individual as 497 rendered by binominal statistics. In both cases we subtract the temperature histogram of the 498 model from the individual or group histogram and check if the 95% confidence interval is above, 499 below or spanning zeros. In the last case this temperature is defined as not preferred, while 500 values above are categorised as preferred and values below as antipreferred. Now one can 501 use a weighted mean to calculate the TP, where the temperature bins labels are used to 502 calculate the mean and the bins' value as weight. Hot and cold antipreference can be 503 calculated, respectively. 504
Fly strains 506
All adult flies and larvae tested in the Benzer gravitaxis and larva crawling assays were of the 507
CantonS wild-type strain and the brv2 MI04916 , were obtained from Bloomington Stock center 508 (#64349 and #38067, respectively). Larvae were reared at 25°C and adults were reared at 509 three different temperatures: wt18 were developed from egg to adult at 18°C, wt25 at 25°C, and 510 wt30 at 30°C. The UAS-hid,rpr line was provided by John Nambu and the HC-Gal4 and 511 dtrpaA1 ins lines (described by 8 and 5 ) were obtained from Paul Garrity, and raised at 25°C. All 512 adults and larvae were reared on the same standard food medium and in the same light-dark 513 cycle (12h light, 12h dark). 514 515
Statistic analysis 516
Significance test were made as indicated either employing Fisher's permutation test 43 or a 517 paired t-test. All p values were corrected with the Benjamini Hochberg false discovery rate 518 detection 44 implemented by David Groppe and colleagues 45 . All statistical calculations were 519 done using Matlab R2012b (The Mathworks, Natwick, USA). 520 IGLOO is programmed in python 3 using numpy and scipy packages. The source code is 521 available at https://github.com/zerotonin/igloo and an full online version can be accessed on 522 http://igloo.uni-goettingen.de/ . 
